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I f a company has ever
thought about ways to increase
its sales growth, or build deeper
relationships with customers, or
even to become more e�cient
in its sales channel, chances
are that the topic of cross-
selling has come up.

“Cross-selling” is having a
sales team sell both the prod-
ucts /services they are typically
assigned to, as well as other
products/services the company
provides. For example, a loan
o�cer in a bank branch might
be able to help connect custom-
ers with investment products as
well.

It seems like a very logical
“win-win” proposition: give the
sales team more things for their
bag to present to their custom-

ers and prospects, so they can
earn more incentive pay; gain
e�ciency and productivity and
therefore a lower cost of sale
for the company at the same
time.

However, misaligned incen-
tive pay is one of the reasons
that cross-selling e�orts fre-
quently do not meet the high
expectat ions the idea
generates. As one sales leader
said:

“We have tried lump sum bo-
nuses, different reward rates
by product, reward pools . . .
no pay plan has been over-
whelmingly successful.”

Often, this is because the
right cross-selling incentive to
use is going to be di�erent for
each organization. Companies
should ask themselves four
questions that assess their

cross-selling approach from the
“outside in”—i.e., working from
overall strategic objectives
down to tactical objectives—to
help guide incentive design
decisions:

1. What other strategic in-
vestments has the com-
pany put in place to sup-
port cross-selling e�orts?

2. What type of sales team
(or sales role) will be
asked to cross-sell?

3. What selling behavior ac-
tually needs to be moti-
vated by pay?

4. How much incentive pay
can actually be dedicated
to cross-selling?

*MICHAEL V. VACCARO is the Northeast Leader for Hay Group's Enterprise Sales Effectiveness practice and is based in
the New York Metro office. He can be reached at Michael.Vaccaro@haygroup.com.
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QUESTION 1—OTHER
STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS?

Di�erent market conditions
and competitive strategies will
imply a greater or lesser prior-
ity to be placed on cross-
selling. Not every company
needs to achieve a world-class
cross-selling skillset to have a
successful market strategy. For
example, the product/service
lines may be very distinct and
disconnected, making synergies
less applicable; or, perhaps the
market is in a high growth

phase, making the need to fo-
cus on the assigned product
more important and the need to
cross-sell less critical.

Also, any strategic invest-
ments must be targeted to-
wards solving typical cross-
sell ing obstacles at three
distinct levels:

E At the individual sales
team member level—their
personal skills and per-
spectives must be ad-
dressed;

E At the sales organization
level—consistent gover-
nance and support must
be created;

E And at the customer
level—their internal
decision-making and sen-
sitivity to blatant cross-
selling attempts must be
considered.

See Figure 1 for more detail
on each level.

Figure 1: Key cross-selling areas to invest

Since sales incentive design
needs to re�ect the strategic
objectives of the business, the
cross-selling incentive to use
should have more or less em-
phasis within the overall set of
incentives to drive the right
sales behaviors.

QUESTION 2—SALES ROLE
TYPE?

Di�erent sales models will
lend themselves to cross-selling
to di�erent degrees. If we think
of sales roles along two conti-
nua—1) the nature of client
interaction, de�ned from trans-
actional to consultative; and 2)

the degree to which the role is
servicing vs. initiating demand
(familiarly de�ned as “farmer”
and “hunter” roles)—the inter-
section of these two continua
creates four basic sales roles:
1) familiar friend 2) �eld repre-
sentative 3) trusted advisor 4)
deal maker. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Hay Group Sales Value Matrix

In addition to traditional sales
roles, companies are constantly
de�ning and developing new
selling and sales support roles
within these four overall quad-
rants in order to improve ef-
fectiveness and productivity.
Many of these new roles have
required new sales incentive
approaches as well.

Generally speaking, sales
roles on the right side of the
matrix will be more conducive
to cross-selling. “Trusted advi-
sor” roles will naturally consider
cross-selling to be part of build-
ing a strong relationship, and
“Deal Maker” roles will work
across business lines to create
prospect ive customized
solutions. Therefore, these roles
will take advantage of their
incentives more readily, though
their respective incentive plan
designs tend to look di�erent to
drive their respective key
behaviors.

QUESTION 3—WHAT
BEHAVIOR IS NEEDED?

Cross-selling can be exe-
cuted to di�erent degrees, and
require di�erent depths of be-
havior from the sales team. For
example, does the team need
to:

E Identi fy and pass on
referrals—i.e., pass leads
along to a sales team
member in a di�erent
product / service line? Op-
portunities then need only
be identi�ed; this is a
simple behavior to
motivate.

E Sell and close cross-
sales—i.e., be able to
present the product/
service su�ciently well to
close sales? This goes be-
yond just behavioral
change, since it requires

active training and skill
development.

E Collaborate as an inte-
grated team—i.e., be able
to work collaboratively
with another sales team
member and close cross-
sales together? This may
be an entire cultural
change, and therefore po-
tentially the hardest to
motivate.

The incentive to use should
be in a form that can target and
reward the intended behavior.
A di�erent measurable outcome
(number of referrals, level of
closed sales, etc.) needs to be
tracked to assess success and
drive rewards for each behavior.

QUESTION 4—HOW MUCH
PAY?

The company's existing in-
centive design and compensa-
tion philosophy also come into
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play. Sales incentive plans
across companies have widely
varying pay mixes (i.e., the ratio
between incentive pay and base
pay)—creating di�erent pools
of incentive dollars to use to
drive behavior. If the current
plan does not provide a high
level of incentive pay, there may
simply not be enough dollars
available to create e�ective
motivation to cross-sell.

An e�ective incentive needs
to represent a big enough op-

portunity to capture the atten-
tion of the sales team, and
stand out as a priority. A clas-
sic rule of thumb is at least 15%
of the total incentive opportunity
must be at stake. Perhaps a
creative solution will be required
to concentrate dollars against
success.

THE ARRAY OF CROSS-
SELLING INCENTIVES

Generally speaking, cross-
selling incentives have been

increasing in prevalence in the
marketplace. Companies are
incorporating incentive plan
metrics that drive a “common
fate” across their sales
organization. Our most recent
survey data suggests as many
as one-third of companies are
promoting teamwork and cross-
selling at some level:

Figure 3: Prevalence of cross-selling incentives.

The right way to incorporate
metrics like these depend on
the way the four considerations

outlined above come together.
Figure 4 presents a summary
of the most frequently used

incentives, and how they might
best align against the four
considerations:
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Figure 4: Aligning cross-selling incentives appropriately

In other words, cross-selling
incentive approaches can be
seen to fall along a continuum
with a few speci�c illustrations
following:

E Simple approaches (boun-
ties, special promotions,
non-cash rewards or com-
munications)—Bounties
often look like �at dollar
payments for completion
of a given activity, such as
making a referral to an-
other business division.
They can be easily grafted
onto an existing sales in-
centive plan or handled
through a special promo-
tion program. There may
also be situations where a
su�cient level of cross-
selling behavior can be
motivated with something
other than cash—perhaps
public recognition. One
sales leader noted his
company “ensures cross-

selling success through
management and messag-
ing . . . we have stated
that the �rst person to sell
only their ‘old’ portfolio will
be called out publicly.”

E Intermediate, individualistic
approaches (quota bo-
nuses, multipliers)—These
incentive designs usually
require modi�cation to ex-
isting programs. A quota
bonus usually requires a
separate target to be set
for cross-sales made, with
a separate amount of in-
centive dollars dedicated
to that target. A multiplier
approach applies extra
value to cross-sales
closed as opposed to
standard sales. For ex-
ample, perhaps the reve-
nue dollars from cross-
sales can be counted as
worth 2 times the dollars
for standard sales, as a
means to both signal their

relative di�culty and their
importance.

E More complex, collabora-
tive approaches (split
credit, shared credit)—
These incent ive ap-
proaches begin to reward
sales team members for
working together, but still
recognize their individual
responsibilities as well, by
allocating the credit for
sales dol lars across
individuals. Split credit al-
locates percentages of the
cross-sold dollars to each
individual, to recognize
their speci�c e�orts in
making the cross-sale
happen. Often, preset split
percentages (e.g., 50%/
50%, 75%/25%) are es-
tablished to make adminis-
tration of these sales
e�cient. Shared credit ap-
proaches may actually re-
ward more than 100%
credit for a given cross-
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sale across the individuals
involved, in order to lessen
any perceived need to get
higher split percentages to
meet their own sales
targets.

E Ful ly integrated ap-
proaches (team goals, in-
tegrated pay plans)—
These incent ive
approaches can look very
di�erent from traditional
incent ive approaches.
They may tie all individuals
to speci�c team goals that

bridge traditional organiza-
tional lines, or include
team-based and
individual-based incentives
to encourage the right bal-
ance between behaviors.
These approaches usually
require some level of con-
sistency in the incentive
designs used across busi-
ness lines.

THE CUSTOMER
PERSPECTIVE

Companies should also rec-

ognize that there are situations
where cross-selling just should
not be expected to happen. If
the customer is not interested,
or if integration of products/
services is relatively di�cult,
cross-selling is probably not a
good approach. In Figure 5, the
intersections of customer inter-
ests and company capabilities
are the proper strategic targets:

Figure 5: Cross-selling investment and interest

One sales leader described
three areas where creating po-
tential success for cross-selling
needs to happen:

- “Good rapport building,

generating trust from the client
that they are being “advised”
and “o�ered choices” rather
than being “sold” something.
Without it, the client mistrusts

the process they �nd them-
selves being channeled down;

- A genuine interest in the
world of the client, their existing
issues/problems and the likely
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issues/problems they may face
in the future. Without that, you
cannot hope to consistently
help them see the bene�ts of
the multi-dimensional solution
you are o�ering;

- A crystal clear
understanding of how the ad-
ditional products or services
you o�er weave together to
provide a total solution. Without
it, the salesperson will most
likely miss the opportunity, but
even if they don't, their explana-
tion will lack the conviction of a
genuine convincing solution.

If the salesperson fails to
meet a single element of the
above, then the cross-selling
opportunity is unl ikely to
succeed. Most salespeople can
tell us when they feel that a
cross-selling opportunity is be-
yond them”.

TWO ILLUSTRATIONS

Here are two experiences
that companies have had where
the right sort of cross-selling
incentive has been developed
based upon the four
considerations.

Example 1—Broadening the
product line.

One case comes from a rela-
tively young, quickly growing
consumer goods company that
had had substantial success
with its initial product o�ering.
To grow, it initially asked its
sales force to drive awareness

and distribution, and rewarded
volume as its primary objective.
To continue its growth, it began
to establish new products in the
marketplace; but found it
needed to use its established
distribution footprint more ef-
fectively this time. The sales
team was asked to cross-sell
the new product lines while it
held on to the strong share po-
sition of its �rst product.

The company chose to have
two incentive targets side-by-
side, carving out dollars to re-
ward sales of the new product
target in assigned territories
from the original pool of incen-
tive dollars. This approach
matched up well with the more
rounded responsibilities the
sales team needed to take on.

Example 2—Integrating an
acquired company.

A di�erent example comes
from a mature company in the
commodities sector. It had
taken advantage of the recent
recession by acquiring a num-
ber of competitors, and now
needed to consolidate territo-
ries, adopt some product line
extensions its competitors had
brought, and above all establish
a common culture for the larger
company.

It chose to move towards an
integrated cross-selling model,
involving three di�erent incen-
tive tools: a full sales team
bonus to reward company suc-

cess, balanced against individ-
ual sales metrics; shared sales
credit for sales made across old
company boundaries; and spe-
ci�c quotas for certain �nished
products that moved the strat-
egy forward from the
commodities-only sector. The
company also made the goal to
be “one company” explicit in
their internal and external
communications.

4 OTHER TIPS (BESIDES
GETTING THE RIGHT
INCENTIVES)

Lastly, here are some sug-
gested investment ideas that,
working along with cross-selling
incentives, can widen compa-
nies' scope of potential cross-
selling opportunities:

1. Focus on identifying and
developing 2-3 easy
cross-selling target “solu-
tions” that everyone in the
sales team can remember
and understand.

2. Appoint or hire some go-to
cross-selling specialists,
or invest a sales manag-
er's time into assisting the
sales team or making con-
nections between the right
team members.

3. Schedule purposeful inter-
nal networking events, to
help build trusted relation-
ships across sales teams.

4. Provide support tools, like
longer-term account plan-
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ning or skills coaching,
that can encourage the
sales team's interest in
going beyond their tradi-
tional comfort areas.

WRAP UP

Cross-selling is not exactly
found money, as many compa-

nies may hope—though they
may �nd that some level of
cross-selling just “happens”
through serendipity. Rather,
strong results will come from a
mindful consistency between

strategy, non-compensation
investments, and a cross-selling
compensation approach se-
lected to �t with both elements.
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